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ABSTRACT

Experimental data are presented to show that the in-service operating tempera 'ire of a solenoid-

operated valve (SOV) can be inferred simply and nondisruptively by using the copper winding of the

solenoid coil as a self-indicating, permanently available resistance thermometer. The principal merits of

this approach include (a) there is no need for an add-on temperature sensor, (b) the true temperature

of a critical—and likely the hottest—part of the SOV (namely, the electrical coil) is measured directly,

(c) temperature readout can be provided at any location at which the SOV electrical lead wires are

accessible (even though remote from the valve), (d) the SOV need not be disturbed (whether normally

energized or deenergized) to measure its temperature in situ, and (e) the method is applicable to all

types of SOVs, large and small, ac- and dc-powered.

Laboratory tests comparing temperatures measured both by coil resistance and by a conventional

thermometer placed in contact with the external surface of the potted solenoid coil indicate that

temperature within the coil may be on the order of 40°C higher than that measured externally, a fact

that is important to life-expectancy calculations made on the basis of Arrhenius theory.

Field practicality is illustrated with temperature measurements made using this method on a SOV

controlling the flow of refrigerant in a large chilled-water air-conditioning system.
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A NONINTRUSIVE METHOD FOR MEASURING THE OPERATING

TEMPERATURE OF A SOLENOID-OPERATED VALVE

INTRODUCTION

Solenoid-operated valves (SOVs) of the size and style widely used in control applications in nuclear and

fossil power plants arc being studied at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) as part of the

Laboratory's USNRC-sponsored Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program. The primary objective of the

overall study is to identify, evaluate, and recommend methods for inspection, surveillance, monitoring,

and maintenance of SOVs that can ensure their operational readiness—that is, their ability to perform

required safety functions under all anticipated operating conditions. While SOVs are relatively simple

devices with a long history of satisfactory application in both nuclear and nonnuclcar environments,

their use in safety-related control and actuation systems (for example, control rod drives in BWRs and

isolation valves in both BWRs and PWRs) requires an especially high degree of assurance that they will

function properly upon demand, since failure of these small and relatively inexpensive devices may have

serious consequences to the plant under certain circumstances. This paper deals with one specific

monitoring method, namely, a means for measuring solenoid coil temperature in situ.

The present work is a follow-up of an earlier study and literature search by Bacanskas et al. ( l j , which

identified SOV failure modes and their principal causes. Bacanskas' study concluded that the most

prevalent causes of SOV failure have been open-circuited and short-circuited electrical coils, worn or

degraded mechanical parts, and contamination by foreign materials (such as paint, metal chips, joint

sealant, oil, and dirt), and that the principal degradation sites are the elastomeric components of the

valve (core seat, seals) and the electrical insulation of the solenoid coil. The study recommended that

techniques for monitoring degradation of the solenoid coil be developed, particularly those techniques

directed at the ultimate elimination of the two most important operational stressors for SOV coils:

high-voltage electrical transients and operation at excessively high temperatures for extended periods of

time.

In accordance with the strong Arrhenius theory (2) temperature dependence of chemical reactions

constantly in progress that tend to break down organic compounds, excessive operating temperature is

expected to shorten the service life of both the solenoid coil insulation and critical elastomeric parts

(O-ring seals and valve seats, in particular) within the valve. Arrhenius theory is widely used in

extrapolating the results obtained in equipment qualification tests performed to industry standards (3,4)



to more realistic (as well as abnormal) plant conditions in order to obtain an estimate of qualified

service life for the component. To be meaningful, the Arrhenius calculations must employ correct

temperatures, that is, temperatures actually encountered during plant operation. Measurement of true

coil temperature using the method described in this paper may help to improve the accuracy of such

qualified service life predictions.

Operating temperatures higher than desirable may be caused by a number of circumstances such as

application of higher than normal voltage to the solenoid coil (as when station batteries are being

charged), restricted air flow or an elevated ambient air temperature at the valve location, elevated

temperature of the fluid being controlled by the valve, or insulation breakdown within the solenoid coil

winding (resulting in shorted turns and hence lowered electrical resistance). Thus, one major cause of

premature valve failure might be vastly curtailed if a simple, reliable, and inexpensive means were

available to monitor (at will) the actual temperature of critical SOVs during plant operation.

Extensive tests conducted at ORNL indicate that a promising means of fulfilling this need is to use the

copper winding of the solenoid as a self-indicating, permanently available resistance thermometer. As

will be described below, to do so requires only in situ measurement of coil dc resistance (or ac

impedance), combined with prior knowledge of the temperature coefficient of resistivity for the copper

winding and the coil resistance (or impedance) at a single known temperature (most conveniently,

normal room temperature). The dc resistance or ac impedance may be obtained, nonperturbativery, by

measuring voltage applied to and current drawn by the solenoid coil, the former via a voltmeter and

the latter via a clamp-on current transformer or a Hall effect probe (neither of which requires series

insertion in the valve control circuitry). The resistance of the electrical leads connecting the SOV to

the power source (and the possible variation of this lead resistance with changes in ambient

temperature) is normally so small relative to the resistance of the solenoid coil that it can be ignored,

but it could be measured separately and subtracted from the field-acquired data if such correction is

warranted.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

To serve as an accurate and remote sensor of local temperature, some electrical property of the copper

solenoid coil must be demonstrated to have a stable dependence on temperature. Though not

essential, it is desirable that the relationship of the electrical property and temperature be linear. It is

also desirable that the relationship not be affected by changes in other conditions that may not be

controllable in a real plant environment.



De-Powered SQVs

Coil dc resistance is an easily measured quantity satisfying all of the above criteria. Similar to platinum

(a metal widely used as a resistance thermometer), copper has a stable and sufficiently large

(-0.2-0.3% of value per °C, depending on copper purity) temperature coefficient of resistance (5) to

permit its use as the resistance element of a practical industrial thermometer. Figure 1 shows the

resistance/temperature relationships obtained for two SOV coils having quite different dc resistances

due to differences in wire size and the number of turns employed in their construction. These data,

which are typical of results measured on nine separate valves designed for both ac and dc operation

and produced by different manufacturers, were obtained by placing the valves in a thermostatically

controlled oven and measuring their dc resistances at selected elevated temperatures. In every case an

extremely linear relationship (correlation coefficient >0.9997) was obtained over the temperature range

cf interest (20 to 170°C). It .should also be stressed that, regardless of the actual numerical value of

the coil resistance, the temperature coefficient of resistance (expressed as a percentage of value) was

found to be sufficiently large to permit temperature measurement with better than ± 10°C accuracy

using resistance measurement equipment of only modest (3%) accuracy. Temperature measurement

accuracy of this order is suiely auequate for indicating coil temperatures that exceed accepted operating

limits established by qualification tests (3,4) or service life prediction curves based on Arrhenius

reaction rate theory. In this context it should also be recognized that the trend of indicated coil

temperature over a time span of months may be as important to assessing the impact of operating

environment on SOV condition and operability as a highly accurate measurement of the coil's

temperature.

Figure 2 illustrates a laboratory application of this technique. When the 125-V dc SOV was first

energized at the start of the test (ambient temperature known to be 25°C), a coil resistance of 793.9 Q

was established by means of Ohm's Law from applied electrical potential and current readings. This

single calibration point, in conjunction with the empirically determined slope of the resistance vs

temperature relationship for the copper wire used in this particular solenoid (3.41 Q/°C), allows

establishment of a temperature scale for the right-hand ordinate of the graph that exactly matches the

directly measured resistance scale on the left-hand ordinate, namely,



T m = R{Q)-193.9 XQ ( 1 )
1(^} 3.41 Q/°C + ^ ' U • ( )

Once established, this linear scaling relationship permits direct interpretation of changes in SOV coil

resistance accompanying altered test conditions in terms of their temperature equivalents. (Such dual

scales are incorporated in figures throughout this paper as a reminder that resistance or impedance is

the quantity directly measured.)

Placed inside a 2-ft3 enclosure with only natural convection for cooling and no instrument air flowing

through it, the SOV was first allowed to approach thermal equilibrium at a dc excitation voltage of

117 V. The coil temperature inferred from periodic measurement of dc resistance (O's in Figure 2)

reached about 113°C (due to the deposition of about 14 W of resistive heat within the coil) 65 min

after initial power-up, whereas the temperature indicated at this time by a mercury-in-glass stem

thermometer (+'s in Figure 2) placed in contact with the periphery of the potted solenoid coil was

only ~70°C. This rather large (>40°C) difference is not indicative of a calibration problem but, as has

been shown by data (not included in this paper) acquired under more nearly isothermal conditions,

results from a combination of high thermal resistance at the thermometer/coil contact point and the

existence of a large temperature gradient between the center and the outer periphery of the coil, which

is encapsulated by a material having poor thermal conductivity. The point here is that, despite the

considerable differences in the absolute temperatures indicated by the coil resistance and the mercury

bulb, the two curves in Fig. 2 track each other in detail throughout the 220 minute duration of the

test.

At t = 65 minutes, instrument air was allowed to flow through the already-open SOV. The cooling

effect of the room-temperature air flowing through the brass valve body is evident in both curves,

somewhat more so for the mercury bulb than for the coil, which is understandable since the bulb was

positioned closer to the valve body than is the bulk of the coil. At t = 85 minutes, the dc supply

voltage driving the solenoid was increased to 134 V to simulate a condition that might be encountered

on a nominal 125 V dc power bus during times when station batteries are on charge. Note that the

temperature increase is immediate in the coil, but slower to appear at the mercury bulb; this is because

the additional heat produced by the increased excitation voltage is generated instantaneously within the

wire of the coil, whereas it must be transported to the coil periphery (where the mercury thermometer

was located) by the relatively slow process of thermal conduction.



The 20-psi instrument air was turned off 100 min into the test, but the SOV remained powered at

134 V dc and cooled only by natural convection within its enclosure. Over the next 70 min the

indicated coil temperature rose to an asymptotic value of about 134°C, and a commensurate rise was

recorded on the mercury bulb thermometer. At t = 170 min a muffin fan positioned below the 2-ft3

enclosure surrounding the SOV was turned on to draw air down past the valve at low velocity. The

effect of this forced-air cooling is seen to be prompt reduction of both indicated temperatures—

somewhat more rapid for the bulb thermometer than for the coil, which is explainable by the same

reasoning (time lag due to conductive heat transport) offered for the difference in lime response of the

two curves when the electrical excitation was increased at t = 70 min. However, now the effect is in

the opposite direction because heat is being removed from the outside of the coil rather than added

from the inside.

In summary, the results of the test described above and depicted in Figure 2 illustrate that using the

copper winding of a dc-powered SOV as a resistance thermometer can provide meaningful real-time

indication of altered excitation, environmental, and fluid flow conditions likely to occur from lime to

time in power plants that could result in unacceptably high SOV operating temperatures and hence

shortened service life. Moreover, the temperatures so obtained are better indicators of temperature

stress imposed on the coil materials than might be obtained from conventional, externally applied

temperature indicating devices such as thermocouples or thermistors.

Ac-Powered SOVs

Fundamentally, the inference of operating temperature for an ac-powered SOV follows the same path

as previously illustrated for a dc-powered SOV, except that impedance (measured at the power line

frequency~60 Hz in the U.S., but often 50 Hz abroad) replaces resistance as the quantity obtained by

applying Ohm's Law to the root-mean-square (rms) voltage and current measured at the SOV's

electrical leads. However, two complicating factors arise that were not troublesome when dealing with

dc valves. While neither poses an insurmountable obstacle to temperature inference, these

complicating factors need to be appreciated and so will be described in some detail in the following two

subsections.

Diminished Temperature Coefficient Figure 3 illustrates the manner in which the magnitude of a

typical solenoid's electrical impedance, | Z |, varies with temperature for a power line frequency of

60 Hz. The orthogonal components of the vector Z — Re(Z) and Im(Z) — are also shown, along



with the dc resistance, R, for comparison. Note that all four quantities show a highly linear variation

with tempera'ure and that, with the exception of Im(Z), they all display approximately the same slope,

expressed in the figure as ohms/°C. The linear relationship is, of course, highly desirable, and shows

that in principle any of these quantities might be used as a measure of temperature. However, because

the absolute magnitudes of the measured quantities increase substantially as one moves from dc

resistance through Re(Z) and Im(Z) to | Z | while retaining essentially the same slope, the temperature

coefficients for these four measurable quantities, expressed as percentage of value, decrease markedly as

one moves from the bottom to the top of the graph. The practical implication of this observation is

that because the temperature coefficient of | Z | (0.118%/°C) is only about one-third as large as the

temperature coefficient, of R (0.396%/°C), the accuracy of | Z | measurements would have to be three

times greater than the accuracy of R measurements to achieve an equally accurate inference of

temperature. Given a typical field instrumentation accuracy of ±2%, the above numbers suggest that

coil temperatures inferred from dc resistance measurements may be expected to be accurate to perhaps

±5°C, whereas ac impedance measurements of comparable accuracy cannot be expected to yield

temperatures more accurate than ±17°C.

One apparent solution to this problem would be to measure Re(Z) rather than | Z |, since the

temperature coefficient of the former (0.261%/°C) is only 35% smaller than that of R. The difficulty

in doing so is the much more complex and therefore costly instrumentation necessary to measure

Rc(Z) as opposed to | Z |.

Variation of Impedance with Excitation. In contrast to the dc resistance, which for all practical

purposes does not change with the amount of voltage applied to the coil, the measured ac impedance

of a solenoid in Us actuated state is strongly dependent on the level of electrical excitation. This is

illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the manner in which the 60-Hz impedance of a typical ac-powered

SOV held at constant temperature changes with impressed voltage. Although it is true that the

solenoid impedance is very nearly constant at excitation levels between 20 and 60 V ^ (i.e., at voltages

insufficient to make the valve actuate), once the solenoid actuates the impedance drops by some 40%

as impressed voltage is further increased from 70 to 135 V^,.

Of course, this variation of impedance with level of excitation occurs simultaneously with (and is

indistinguishable from) the variation of impedance with temperature that forms the basis for its

intended use as an impedance thermometer and must therefore be accounted for when translating the

measured impedances into temperatures. Unfortunately, the excitation dependency of impedance

(-6.5 Q/V at 117 V,,,, for the SOV whose characteristics are shown in Figure 4) may be even stronger



than the temperature dependency (+0.72 Q/°C for this same SOV). Therefore, if the voitage applied

lo the solenoid is not reasonably constant over time, corrections for excitation changes may be quite

large and obviously would introduce additional uncertainty into the inferred temperatures. (This will be

illustrated in a forthcoming figure).

Three possible solutions to this problem are (1) perform measurements at low impressed voltage where

the impedance is invariant to excitation level, (2) power the SOV from a constant-voltage power

supply, or (3) make the temperature-determining measurement with dc rather than ac excitation.

Assuming that the SOV is normally energized, the first solution requires that the valve be allowed to

change state momentarily, which may or may not be permissible depending on the plant situation. The

second option is completely straightforward but may be difficult to backfit into an existing plant. The

third solution, though technically most attractive (it solves both of the problems cited), may be hardest

to implement because special circuitry would be needed either to switch the SOV momentarily from ac

to dc power or to superimpose a dc resistance interrogation signal on the normal ac valve actuation

voltage.

Figure 5 illustrates, for an ac-powered SOV, the temperature response to changes in fluid flow through

the valve, excitation level, and air flow in the vicinity of the valve using a test sequence very similar to

that described in detail for a dc-powered SOV (Figure 2). The same general features are present here

as in the test previously presented (including a difference in temperatures indicated by the coil

impedance vs the mercury bulb thermometer that approaches 40°C), except that the scatter of the coil

temperatures inferred from ac impedance is noticeably larger than was observed for the dc-derived data.

This is understandable in view of the preceding discussion regarding the reduced magnitude of the

temperature coefficient for ac impedance.

Note also that the corrections that must be applied (crosses vs filled circles in Figure 5) for excitation

voltage changes (in particular, the changes at t = 70 and 115 min) can be quite large. The corrections

were performed by using a third-order polynomial fit to the post-closure impedance data of Figure 4 to

estimate the impedance that might have been measured had the excitation been exactly 117 V ^ (the

excitation useti at the calibration point for this valve: 615.5 Q at 25°C), via the relation

TV \ Z \ r
L j £ W • (2)

T

where \Z\ccn represents the impedance appropriate to temperature T, corrected to standard excitation;



T.V

\Z\mai represents the impedance actually measured at temperature T and impressed voltage V; and the

remaining quantities represent impedances that would be obtained at standard (117) and nonstandard

(V) excitation voltages at a temperature of 25°C, as determined from the polynomial fit to the data of

Figure 4. Despite the large corrections, for the purpose of detecting far off-normal operating

temperatures that pose a serious problem in regard to accelerated aging of coil insulation and valve

elastomerics, the level of accuracy implied by the results of Figure 5 may be entirely adequate.

PRACTICAL FIELD APPLICATION

To illustrate the workability of this method of SOV operating temperature inference in a field

environment, the rms voltage impressed upon and the rms current drawn by an ac SOV controlling the

How of refrigerant in a large chilled-water air-conditioning system were recorded at 100-s intervals over

a 55-h period of system operation. The recorded voltages were divided point by point by the recorded

currents to yield a curve of impedance vs time. Knowing the 60-Hz impedance of the solenoid at a

known temperature (593.9 Q at 25.5°C) and assuming a value of 0.115%/°C (the median value for the

five ac-powered SOVs tested) for the temperature coefficient of impedance, an equivalent temperature

scale was affixed to the data plot, namely,

_ | Z | (Q) -593.9
l w ~ (0.00115)(593.9)

Since the impressed voltage changed very little over the duration of the test, no corrections of the form

given by Eq. (2) were required for impedance change due to eddy current and core iron saturation

losses.

The results, split into two roughly 27-h time periods for clarity, are presented in Figures 6 and 7. The

entire 55-h time period encompassed by these data was characterized by generally rising outside air

temperatures (necessitating continuous compressor operation to maintain the chilled water temperature

setpoint during the initial 28 h of the test) as well as rising ambient temperature at the SOV location

(which is near the compressor, the essentially continuous operation of which caused the entire

equipment room in which it is located to heat up). These weather and local environment remperature

trends explain the generally rising SOV temperatures seen in the two figures. An environmental

perturbation was introduced 24 h into the test to see its effect: a blower that had been aiding cooling

of the finned SOV was turned off. This change resulted in a prompt rise in SOV coil temperature

(about 10°C), followed by a slow fall as nighttime brought cooler temperatures to the equipment room.



The second 27 h of operation illustrate a new data feature, namely, cyclic compressor operation. At

first glance, the inferred temperatures during these periods appear to have a great deal of scatter, but

when examined on an expanded time scale (see inset to Figure 7), the regularity of SOV heat-up

during each cycle of compressor operation followed by cool-down after compressor shutoff becomes

apparent

The temperatures inferred for the SOV installed on the chilled-water system during the monitored

period were never so high as to pose a threat to its continued operation. However, the data illustrate

that, had some operational anomaly occurred that would have resulted in a dangerous rise in SOV

temperature, it would have been detected by this relatively simple, nonintrusive temperature

measurement technique, which required only the connection of a voltmeter and a clamp-on current

transformer.

CLOSING REMARKS

As a part of ORNL's Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program, additional nonintrusive monitoring

techniques aimed at detecting the presence or the progression of certain identified SOV aging and

failure mechanisms have been investigated. Besides the methods for inferring coil temperature that are

the subject of this paper, we have studied remotely applied, minimally ii.trusive means for (1) verifying

plunger movement upon actuation, (2) detecting the presence of mechanical binding of the solenoid

plunger within its guide tube, (3) detecting the presence of valve leakage, and (4) detecting the

presence of shorted turns or insulation breakdown within the solenoid coil. The results of these

investigations will be documented in a final project report scheduled for completion by October 1990.

CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory- and Geld-acquired test data illustrate that the operating temperature of a solenoid-

operated valve can be inferred simply, nondisruptively, and with satisfactory accuracy for the purpose of

detecting temperature conditions that exceed accepted operating limits by using the copper winding of

the solenoid coil as a self-indicating, permanently available resistance thermometer. We believe that

this approach to monitoring the temperatures actually "seen" by SOVs during the course of plant

operation and the temperature changes introduced by altered environmental or process conditions

might be used to advantage by those concerned with prediction of qualified life. The method has a



number of merits, including (1) there is no need for an add-on temperature sensor, (2) the true

temperature of a critical—and likely the hottest—part of the SOV (namely, the electrical coil) is

measured directly, (3) temperature readout can be provided at any location at which the SOV electrical

lead wires are accessible (even though remote from the valve), (4) the SOV need not be disturbed

(whether normally energized or deenergized) to measure its temperature in situ, and (5) the method is

applicable to all types of SOVs, large and small, ac- and dc-powered.

This method is useable in its present form, although additional development work could improve the

accuracy of temperature indications derived from impedance measurements on ac-powered SOVs. The

hardware implementation would depend on plant needs, but could take the form of a permanently

installed, computerized data logger or hand-held, walk-around instrumentation for use on an as-needed

basis.
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Figure 6. Weekend performance of an ac-powered SOV in a refrigeration system—first 27 hours.
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Figure 7. Weekend performance of an ac-powered SOV in a refrigeration system—second 27 hours.
The inset provides an expanded view of a typical 2-hour interval during cyclic compressor operation.


